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ABSTRACT

,COMPUTERS AND GENDER:
DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF ELECTRONIC SEARCH

ONNISTUDENTS° ACHIEVEMENT AND ATTITUDES

r.

-This experiment tasted 'the effecti Of using a microcomputer for
electSonic search on eighth-grade boys' and girls' ichievement and attitudes.
The study abalyzed three dimensions of student' theses, two sots of computer
achievement measures and throe attitudinal dimensions for each of three
treatment groups. Results showed 'no unpredicted differences. by treatment
pimp, but significant sex - related differences in these writing and attitudes
toward. computers and gender roles..sNo difference* in computer performance
e merged in the computer group. Wore the experimental treatment, girls'held
significantly fewer stereotypes and more. positive-attitudes toward their sex's
potential computer abilities than baysp.and the predicted reduction the
attitude gap between boys *and girls that used computers emerged in the
poitteist.This study provides support fOr'the generalizations that (1) the
computer task sls ,greaterinfluence on computer achievement than inherent
.verbal or spe,,zal shills, and (2) experience using computers reduces osex-
related stereotypes. It ,suggests that new'tech

I
nologies foster .educational

.
e quity. .
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COMPUTERS AND GENDER: DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF ELEbTROiIC

SEARCH 'ON STUDENTS' ACHIEVEMENTSAND ATTITUDES

.

4 .5

By the still. of 1984, over 200,000 microcomputer were being used in

elementary, middle and high achooli, and some. schools were experimenting with

videotex and other new technologies. Because educational equity, is a social'

,policy gpai and index of.proaram quality, introducing new.10 l&edia technologies

in public schools raises the issue of their differential effects on female and

male students. Steinkamp Maehr (1984) tested effects ,sizes for published 1
f

,findings and confirsed that .sex - related diffvences in school

,motivation fevoring males ,tappear. Sex-telated differences

achievisent. and

in Peducatanal

achievement have been explained on the assumption of (biologically or socially

acquired) differences in abilities, cognitHestyle, possession of knowledgs

or identification with stereotyped . sex roles .(Shrock, 1979). The

psychological literature has tradAtkonallyclaimed thit girls are better at .

verbal tasks while boys are better at spatial and abstract tasks (Haertel,

1978; Meier & Casselman, 1970)." Sex-related differences in motivation have

bien explained by assuming a relationship between attitude& toward science and

'athematic& 'or self--Conc. (Handley & Morse, 1984). Although aex-reled

differences may apply to lear,o, n w technologies, few studies'have directly '

_r

examined gender differences in relation to communication media.

Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) reviewed the psychological literature on.

gender, differences. Eakins and Eakins (1978) summarizod4 gender differences in

6
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human communication, and Shrock 1979) (Obsessed sex.Preleted, differences in

. .

relation to problem solving, but nonwreported
.

+Audios relating gender to new

technologies (including LaWton & Gerschner, "1982). However, a suite!.

assessment of Minnesota computer student: hypothesized that girl* and boys may

perform equaly well on computers at the eighth-grade level (Anderson et al.,

1982). MOreover, marketing studies have c.Insistently reported demographic.

(six: age) differ4Is (Bolton,(41983; Misery et al., 1983) especially in

relatton to adoptiOn and usage of new technologies (Eltop & Carey, 1982).

. Research'into children, cognitive skills shows computer-related attitudes and

abilities can be expected to vary betwIn the sexes' after stout .age six

(Kirchner et al., 1983; Paisley,, 1983; Willials '& Williams,.1984). Recent

educationalapplications oficomputers support this claim, typically asserting

differences in achievement (operating-'skills) between, fondles and, males

(Paisley & Chen, 1982; ltice, 1984; Williams & Williams, 1984). Based on.these

reports and studies, researchers could expect boys to, outperform girls on

.. .
i

computers. .

\
. 1

Mowevet, these reports and studies have limited application to the
ft,

curreAt study for two reasons: age group and task studied. First, most
1..

computer research has focused-on the primary grade: rather than middle school

1 ,ages (Paisley 8. Chen, 19821. But as of the id-1980s* "school curricula
1

onerally place the teaching of computer literitcy and its application to other

,

,in-school activities (e.g.. rese arch, writing) at the riddle/junior . high

sic& level. (Eastman, 1984)." Generalizing conclusions from primary level

studies to :Orly Adolescents may exaggerate (or, conversely, minimize) gender

differences related to developmental or social differences.

Sedond. the particular task`may be the key indicator of achievement.

Jr- BUT COPY AVAILAIU
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In studies showing sex-red-differeres in motivational attitudes toward

computer*, girds have t'nded to be lass desirous of learning, to use computers'.

thaOboys end less adept, at4least

1982; Williams & Williams: 1984).

.'Ltially (Corn & Nindinach,J981; Lepper,
.

Such studies**. however, tipiCally focirsed do

learning computer progressing or using 'e computer for arithmetic 'drill.

Gender patternain attitudes toward meth and science (traditionally negative
. .

/ ,

, for girl%) and toward ibrairies'and writing (mos...positive for girls) may
0

. ,

confound findings about computer performance if the kind" of task influences

computer learning (Anderson et'al.,1982; Erickson &. Erickson, 1984). It has .

. ..

been -assusid that students associate the liberating of computes skills with a
,

talent for aciehce and mathematics and hold stereotypical attitudes on girls'

ability and interest in mathematics and computer operations. (Deboar, 1984;

Handley I. Morse, 1984; Leyin a Fattier, 1984; 'Scott, 1984; Steinkamp & Hat!,

1984). In general, girls have been shown to ;Wassail more negative attitudes

toward science and math than boys (Fox, 1977; Kremer & Walberg, .1981) and

toward computers in general (Williams Williams, 1984; Winkle & Mathews.

1982). Extrapolating from research' into sex-related .attitudes and Walla,

then, researchers could expect boys to demonstrate greater motivation to learn

to use computers and to master operating skills more rapidly' and thoroughly
.s

than girls. However, no previous studies have examined gender differences J.1.4

the context of.learning to search electronic text. If girls 'perceive this

task as similar to activities in which girls traditionally perform better than

boys (e.g., library skills), then their attitudes may influence their computer

./ ,achievement to the degree that they outperform boys.

'Inlet third arena, the 'Johnson and 'Ettema (1982) 'research on the

television series "Freestyle" showed that exposure to contend challenging .

6
a
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sexuil stereotypes often tended to.reduce the differences between boys' s' and

girls' attitudes toward venders, roles, Transferring this notion from.

television to computers leads to the following: If students hold contrasting_

'attitudes toward,cosputers aligiCid/by sex, but aide-by-aide 4n-class use of
r

computers gives littii evidence of computer skill differences, students sight.

feel their stereotypes about gender roles and computers challenged. In other

o. words, experience' with computers sleightalter sex-related attitudes toward

computers. Further, if challenge reduces dlfferences in gender-related

.

attitudes, one)circular (feedback) effect &ova be a reduction in any sex -

related performance differences.. Theoretical support for this position comes

from the work of Salomon (1981) in positing reciprocal inpeactions between

attitudes and experience, and applied support is suggested by Peterson, Burton

A

and Baker (19831 whostudies geometry success and ,concluded ponder was not an
..

influence, Based on the Johnson and.Ettemavesearch, we- hypothesized that if

a amfficiently strong challenge to students' stereotypes ,occurred, changes in \'

self-report of attitudes should appear, in the directis of reducing the gap

"between boys' and girls' attitudes toward gender-related commuter activities.

Hypotheses.
'a

To examine the questions left unanswered by the research to date, we

analyzed sex-related differences in the context of -using a microcomputer in a

middle-school science class. We studied 26 %ighth-graders (11 female, 15

sale) while they used standard TRS-89 c4puters to access a commercial

videotex system (CompuServe) containing an electronic encyclopedia (Academic

American, a middle-school level encyclopedia commonly found in print-in school

BEST C011Y AVAILABLE
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libraries). This computer class was compared to 87. crass of 31 stile:Lents'

(17 feaele, 14 male) that used only prtnt sal the school library in

the same assignment and toe control group of 23 studenteP(p'temale, 13 male)

that did not. do a research assignment at this tine. Overall, these three,

eighth-grade 'science classesf(80'students total) were 47.5 percent female,

52.5 per'ce axle. Sex. ..distribution in the , three °science classes
.

approximated the per 'ntages in the entire eighth grade, 0247.) This study

was a subset of a 'larger protect assessing the feasibi .tity of videotex as 6

learning tool for Public echools(Eastian, 1984).

In order to look at.itudents' accommodation of electronic text in a

research and writing. activity, the students' s9iionce theme assignaenOrequired

them to learn to cell'up the videotex service (using an automatic dial. modem)!

\,/
*

in order.to search the electronid encyclopedia? While the other 18 students

looked at their computer printouts or used the usual print media in the school
z

library, nine student; at a conducted 6 computer electronic search for/ z,

information on their chosen topics: They had instructional workbooks and.wmre.

4

supervised by orei or two teachers and two participantAbservers.' After two

weeks of rotating coaputer search, the ,ciass returned to their, regular
4 0

classroom for theme writing.

Becauke using a computer to accesit an electronic encyclopedia may

elicit motivations more' Like those generated by library work than computer

progressing, this study asked if this project might.be a special case of

computer use, not supporting the findings of Dither computer research.

Students may perceive searching an electronic encyclopldia asomore related to

libraries and writing (largely verbelk.than to working with mathematics or

machines (spatial). If so, girls shoull'exhAit Keitive attitudes toward

4.2
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.computers when using them to access electronic text and demonstrate operating

skills equivalent or superior to boyar (ataiddli-michool level). In other

words, this study contributes to Ulu literatuie4investigating whether the task

or the medium prim ily influerices outcome.

On the assupption that the students would perceive this assignment to

be lore like library and.writing activities than typical computer activities

computer programming or math), these researchers hypothesized that (1)

girls would perform better on the final product of the assignment, the4theae,

than boys, irrespective; of treatment group (electronic or print classes).

Further, hypothesized that (2) girls would demonstrate higher 4ev ls of

achievement '(operational skills) ol.the computers than boys ip this prowt.

fif
In the event that students initially reported sex-related differences in

attitudes toward computers, it was hypothesized that (3) the difference in

attitudes between the sexes would diminish after their computer learning

e xperience (i.e., the gap would get smaller).

000

Method ,

. While the students used thi computers, the electronic material they

accessed was stored on'disks and later printed out to provide hard copies for

the students. Copies of these data provided ari)unobtrusive daily record of

what each student did on a computer. After their coLouter search endedt the
4

research team administered brief competency tests on the TRS.-6044, assessing

e ach student's ability to manipulate the computer and find specific

information carried by the videotex service. These data provided a comparison

of computer achievement by gender. A month prior to the computer project, the

9
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entire eighth' grade (247 .r.udents) coapleted a 'lengthy attitudinal

questionnaire, including its %relatid to attitudes toward computers and

gender roles as well' as library use. Two weeks following the prOect, a

.

posttest covering the same, items .was aiso,administered by the classroom

teacher. When the.computor and print student*' science themes were turned in,

* 'blind copies wereavalusted by .a team of four eighth-grade science teachers.

We could then coimare their tholes by gender Within and between the two

classes .(treatment geoups). This etudes goal was to compare multiple

measures and dimensions .04f achisiament! end 'attitude to rioters/no. the

relationship of gendir to learning to ,,use a computer for research. Y.
1

v
,

. .

analyzed three groups of measures: achievement on theses, achievement on

. computers and attitudes toward computers.
,

To assess achieveient on themes; we.compared evaluations of the themeal
.

from the print-only and eloatromivo classes. Three dimensions were examined-:

quality of orgahization(logical structure), physical appearance (neatnegs)

I .

and .referencing ability (number and quality of bibliographic entries).. Four

3udges evaluated each diiension on a scale of 1-3. Analysis of variance was

used to compare mean scores by treatment group and gender.

To assails achievement on computers, seven measure, were examined. We

e
cosparod.that results of the computer =impotency teats using three competence

measures- -the ability to log on, open the computer's duffer memory and use a

spedific express command (GO- AAE-xxx) Two of these measures relate to

computer, and videotex operation, one to eleOtronic text .manipulation. In

addition, we examined the unoktrusive records of the students' computer
L.
1,3

operations (copies of their disk records), comparing girls and boys on four

dimensions: numbers of operations performed, successful keyword searches,

11EST COPY AVAILABLE
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errors in search procedures and total pages of information accessed. Chi

square anit-tests were used to comOsre computer performance by gender.

To sews attitudes before and `jafter computer us*, we evaluated
VI);

responses on the pretest and posttest to 22 items. Students were asked to
Ilt

specify degrees of disagreein, or agrieing With li'mtateaents about. computers

and self, Titans on librarieswand self and 4 items on computers and gender

-... , 4

. rolls. After actor analysis using. oblique rotation confirmed the three
l' . .

.

diaensions, individual items within each facto wee 'then summid to create.
%

, ,

three attitude indices. A posttest of she same -items provided osElf-;reports on
*

the three groups' attitudes toward computsmand
P.

self, libraries and coaputers
,

and gender roles after the experimental treatment (the electronic and print

searches.. .We were then.able to test for differences.beiween before and after

attitudes on each itea for the 2t-computer, 31 print-only and23 control

students attributable to gender, controlling fqg the'effacts of trestmentAnd

.
initial attitudes. 14ging the posttest summed indices as dependent'amoures, .

O

we employed multiple analysis of variance with pretest scores as coverlets'.

Reigults

p

Comparison of pretest rewrite for the three experimental gawps with

those for all 247 eighth7graders showed no signiflqpnt differences, prdviding

the grounds 19r gdheralization from our sample to the rest of the school's.

eighth-grade etude:Cs. The school itself is one of only two middle schOols in

' the comaunity, and draws largely) from blue collar families. The results in

this section are divided to correspond to the two achievement' and, one

attitudinal hypotheses. a

11
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Two-way analysis of variance of mean differences for girls and boys on

the three dimensions of the theme eValustions-ahowed main effects for. gender

without treatment interaction, as predicted. Girls showed significantly

higher scores for organization (F=7.05, p(.01), presentation (F=5.90, 13(.01)

. and referencing ability (F=3.92, p(.05)

electronic groups. Thefts are the types

Wised on girls' pFeferences for library

t

that cut. across both the print and

of differences that 'sight be expected

and verbal skills.

Achievement Q Cosputars:

Results from comparison of 'the computer achievement measures showed

'little difference between girls' and boys' performance on any of the seven
he` Woo

seaeureis' (opmpetence testa or operations perforated) . Boys' ,and girls were

equivalent in the ability to:log on (75%, 73%)'and open buffers (61%, 714),

while boys were soaewhat-

command without *alp (63%,

computer operations from the

wore successful then girls at using an express s

45%; for Chi squares,p(.00). T-tests compering

disk records showed no significant differenci on

any of the four aeasures-- total number of operations perforated, ntlaber of

successful searches, quantity of errors or total pages accessed (0.05).

Together, the hands-on test and operational records gave no support to .our

second hypOthesis.that girls would outperform the boys, although:It-AO-wed the

girls performing no worse than the boys.

12



Attitudinal Changes:

. 2

Fiist, we loapd at- the pretest. Analysis of variance of the three
.

.

'indices basd on the 22 Likert-scale items relitingto computer and aslfg

libraries and computers and gendei showed no significant differences among

10

treatment groups on the pretest, establishing the equivalence of the 'three

glasses on the initial attitude scales. (All three classes had equivalent

, percentages of females and *ales, and none of the computer class students had

prior computer experience.) We could then compare responses by gender across
,

all three groups on the.pretest..

Compariton of pretest rear by gender for the 80 studenti on the three

&adios& showed no. significant oences'in attitudes toward computer4 and

self (Fs1.97, p).05) and. attitudes toward libraries (Fx3.19, 0.05), but did

show significant differences for attitudes toward computers and gender-roles

(Fg6.68, p(.01). On the computers and gehder, roles, boys
A,

held 'sore

stereotypical views than girls (F6.10, p(.05). For exaspie, girls were less

likely to expect, that their abilities would differ from boys ("girls in

general," "girls at this school"), and girls were less 'likely to think that

sath skills were related to learning to use computers. This pattern was also

evident within the computer class; girls and boys differed like the 80

students overall on their attitudes toward xosputers and gender roles (F28.67,

p(.01) on the pretest.

Insert Table 1 about here

Second. to look at attitude change, we looked at the posttest. We

13
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compared all three groups' posttest responses on the three indices using

analysis of variance with gender and treatment group as predictor variables ,

and be pretest.scores as covariates. Results showed pi main effects for

gender on the three indices, but did show a main effect for treatment on the

index of attitudes toward computers and self. This suggests that the computer

group Overall was signifiesntly different in attitude after 'using a computer.

(i.e., that, predictably; using.a colputertdid make a difference in perceived

competency).. However, analysis of variance of the computer group alone showed

no significaSt. difference between males and females on this index. It was
0

solely a treatment (l:fec/'

Of greater interest was the pattern of response on the pretest and

posttest on tne index computers and gender-roles. A significant sex-related

difference occurred on the pretest and disappeared on the posttest. Table 1

I

presents the group means and F-scores for the attitude indices for both the

pretest and posttest. For the posttest, it shows a non-significant F-score of

3.09 (p).05) for computers and gender roles.

Discussion

c.

n conclusion, then, this analysis shows writing tasks dominating over

.

the new technology aspects of the students' science assigdment. Girls

A

consistehtly performed better than boys on their themes on traditional verbal

dimensions in both the computer and print-only classes. Differences in

computer performance also failed to appear; boys and girls in the computer

group showed equivalent operational skills. These results support the first

hypothesis 1that girls would perform better on the writing portion of the

E# COPY AVAILABLE 14
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assignment' and supply some indirect support for the proposed theoretical

'perspective on computer_learning. It suggests that these ,students perceived
. .

the teak of rfsearch electronic text st more like researching print materials

than like computer programmingpimathesatics.drilldespite the fact that

they (a) had to learn\ to operate a computer and videotex withotit prior

experience and (b) had to learn,to manipulate.an electronic encyclopedia to

achieve a text printout that alt, their research needs in a very short time.

This is evidence then that student achievement on computers may be sore

related to the kind of. activity than to any inherent sex-related abilities.

Although our second hypothesis, that the girls would.outperfor the

boys in computer skills, was not suclmmted, by our analysis of the competency

tests or the records of computer operations, the results show that the girls

were not significantly behind the boys in skill. The finding of gender

equivalence under conditions of first exposure is of interest -- although it is,

like most case studies, based on-a small sample of students. However, it

gives support to research showing gender eqpivalence in adievement among

middle-school students and suggests instructional activities that. may

encourage gender equity.

Attitude measures initially showed boys generally holding more
IJ

stereotypical attitudes toward computer technology and sex roles then girls,.

whereas girls appeeged less ready to accept differences etwor -the sexes or

stereotypes relating to computer skills. Theas findings support the first

condition of hypothesis three predicting sex-related different initial'

attitude toward computer technology. In the pretest, the index for gender-.

role items showed..sigpifICant differences between boys and girls overall, at

well as for the computer only group.
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However, comparison of the posttest;indiCss for all Ptudents and fOr

the computer group alone showed no sex-related differences in computer and

gender -role attitudes, indicating that whatever initial gender gap existed had

disappeared. Both boys and girls changed in the direction of a moreequiteble

assessment of computers and gender roles after computer use--implying that

both sexes can work well with coaputers, but not everyone does, regardless of

gender. Thus, the posttest results Showed a reduction in the differences

between the sexes supporting the Johnson and Ettema television-based

conclusion of gender gap reduction (and h)rpothesis three). Experience 'with

computers (at least for electrohicisearch) tended to reduce stereotypical

views on computers and gender.
ti

4

In sum, this study provides suggestive lines of attack for research in

new technologies. It contradicts generalizations based on primary-age

children and projections 4641. math and. ----saience attitudes to computer

attitudes, suggesting instead that the specific computer activity may be a key

variable in measuring gender and other differences in achievement and

attitude. Thii study Qltradicts studies showing girls' lesser motivation and

achievement and, instead, gives Support to the idea of Niguel achieveiint on

computers. Our results, based on unobtrusive measures of computer operations
,

and knowledge, provide the clearest support for gender equivakence in using a

S

computer In addition, the attitudinal measures show female students with

more posi ive images of themes es in relation to neWrischnology than. some

previous research indicated. These results suggest that computers say foster

the goals;"ZA social and educational equity.

16
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Table 11,--Pretekt and Posttest Group Neanslor Three Attitude Indices
N=80

Indices and items

ant

Group Means
Pretest Posttest

Boys Girls Boys Girls
.

41;

Computers and Self: 34.33 33.18 33.36 32.84
F=1.96 F=.00

I would like to learn sore about cosputers.. _ - -

I fool confident about my ability to use computeri:.
It is my guess that'I am NOT the kind.of person

'who works well with computafi.
Learning about computers-Mikes as feel uneasy or -uncomfortable.

an not that interested in computers because computer people
are boring.

It would be difficult for we to learn vto use a computer.
Being able to use a computer would give me a sense of accomplishment.
Cosputers can be fun to learn about.
If I were good at/bomputers, my friends would reipect me.
Compared with other students my age, I am.better with computers.
Compared with other students my age, I as more interested in

computers.

4'

Libraries and Self: 20.07 18.92 20.33 19.58
. ...; F23.19 F=.17

I en)oy going to libraries.
I understand how to use the library to search for soiething.
I go to the library ord.), when I have to for school assignments.
Bost material in the library isn't really useful to as personally.
It is hard to find what yos need in the library.
When I go into a library and see all the books, I feel bored.
Libraries make me fee, uneasy because I don't really know

how to use them.

Computers and Gander:
All subjects (N=80) 12.90 12.03 8.38 7.92

F=6.68 t=3.09
Computer Group only (N=26) 13.00 11.91" 7.47 7.82

F=8.67= F=.25
Learning about computers is Just as important

for women as for men.
Every middle school student should have some understanding

of computers.
Boys are better than girls at working with computers.
The boys in my school are better with computers than the girls.

Scales: 1=Strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=undecided, 4=agree,
5=etrongly agree

3(.05
13(.01
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